The Green Card T is for daily monitoring of small pre-vacuum type B steam sterilizers operating at 134°C. The card is specially packaged and designed to meet EN 867-5 requirements.

The Green Card T is tested and verified to have equivalent and approved performance at both EN 867-5 test cycles and Bowie-Dick cycles for type B pre-vacuum table top sterilizers.

**Key Features**
- Complete color change - 3.5 minutes at 134°C
- Sterilization pouch protects the indicator from excessively wet conditions
- Lead free and no toxic heavy metals

**Performance Characteristics**
If the sterilizer is functioning properly, the indicator graphic will show a color change from purple to a uniform green throughout the entire indicator image. When excessive residual air or non-condensable gases are present (major failure), the indicator will not be a uniform green color but remain purple in the center or a shade of gray.

**Physical Characteristics**
- Dimensions: L 86mm x W 86mm

**Storage**
The storage conditions are printed on the product packaging. Protect from moisture and humidity. Store in resealable bag provided.

**Shelf Life**
24 months from date of manufacture. The expiry date is printed on the product packaging.

**Standards Classification**
EN 867-5

**SteriTec Part No.**
BD 120, Green Card T Air Removal & Steam Penetration Test

**Packaging**
15 bags of 15 tests + 1 ring